
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of application
production support. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of
qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications,
you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for application production support

Attend daily / weekly conference calls as and when required
Respond to in person, email, IM and telephone to all technical queries for the
production environment
On-site, in person availability during SPG NY business hours
Strong focus on ownership of issues from their reporting to their resolution
Provide day to day production support services for Custom Applications /
Reports –
To provide product support and ensure smooth operation of the systems
Knowledge of Operating Systems, Middleware, DB , WebServers, batch
control
Support assigned systems and / or projects through broad conceptual
understanding of capabilities and direction of technology, coupled with an in
- depth knowledge of the technology required and the needs of business
environment
Anticipate customer needs, and effectively communicate in a manner
consistent with the audience
Utilize outstanding analytical and diagnostic skills when dealing with complex
issues and uncertainty, and make sound decisions quickly while carefully
evaluating risks and alternatives before taking action

Qualifications for application production support

Example of Application Production Support Job
Description
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Self motivated to further enhance the stability and performance of the
production management environment
Familiarity with IT infrastructure networks, storage, unix system
administration
Experience in market connectivity technologies ION, FIX
Have dealt with external ECNs Bloomberg, TradeWeb, espeed, and broker
venues
When assigned as project manager, leads projects of high complexity,
prepares project plans, estimates and schedules, and manages projects to
assure objectives are met on time and within cost
Working to resolve problems and incidents of varying complexity to enable
the operation to continue to run and deliver service effectively by eradicating
recurrences with the minimum disruption to the business


